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Abstract
In the present scenario due to Covid-19, there are no efficient face mask detection applications which are
now in high demand for transportation means, densely populated areas, residential districts, large-scale
manufacturers and other enterprises to ensure safety. This system can therefore be used in real-time applications
which require face-mask detection for safety purposes due to the outbreak of Covid-19. This project can be
integrated with embedded systems for application in airports, railway stations, offices, schools, and public places
to ensure that public safety guidelines are followed. To identify the person on image/video stream wearing face
mask or not. If the person doesn’t wear a mask, the notification will be sent to the respected admin with the help
of Python and deep learning algorithm by using the Convolutional Neural Network, Keras Framework
and OpenCV.
Keywords: Computer Vision, Object Detection, Object Tracking, COVID-19, Face Masks, Safety Improvement
Introduction
In this paper, I have developed a deep learning
model for face mask detection using Python, Keras,

and OpenCV. We developed the face mask detector
model for detecting whether person is wearing a mask
or not. We have trained the model using Keras with
network architecture. Training the model is the first
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part of this project and testing using webcam using
Open CV is the second part.
In order to use face mask detection system, we
need to begin with an image of a person who does
not wear a facial mask:







We apply face detection from there to
calculate the location of the bounding box in
the image
Once we know where in the image the face is,
we can extract the face Region of Interest
(ROI), and from there, we apply facial
landmarks, allowing us to localize mouth,
face, and eyes.
In order to apply masks, we need an image of
a mask (with a transparent and high definition
image). Add the mask to the detected face
and then resize and rotate, placing it on the
face.
Repeat this process for all input image.

Related work
Under the current Covid-19 lockdown time
such system is definitely important to prevent the
spread in many use cases. Following are few use
cases which will benefit out of this system.







Offices – Manufacturers, retail, other
SMEs and corporate giants
Hospitals/healthcare organizations
Airports and railway stations
Sports venues
Entertainment and hospitality
industry
Densely populated areas

Analyzing the current scenario, government
and private organizations want to make sure that
everyone working or visiting a public or private
place is wearing masks throughout the day. The
face mask detection platform can quickly identify
the person with a mask, using cameras and
analytics.

The system has been worked with the
following classifiers: MobilenetV2:
MobileNetV2 is a state of the art for mobile
visual recognition including classification, object
detection and semantic segmentation. This classifier
uses Depth wise Separable Convolution which is
introduced to dramatically reduce the complexity cost
and model size of the network, and hence is suitable
to Mobile devices, or devices that have low
computational power. In MobileNetV2, another best
module that is introduced is inverted residual structure.
Non-linearity in narrow layers is deleted.
Keeping MobileNetV2 as backbone for feature
extraction, best performances are achieved for object
detection and semantic segmentation.
The TensorFlow software handles data sets
that are arrayed as computational nodes in graph form.
The edges that connect the nodes in a graph can
represent multidimensional vectors or matrices,
creating what are known as tensors. Because
TensorFlow programs use a data flow architecture
that works with generalized intermediate results of the
computations, they are especially open to very largescale parallel processing applications, with neural
networks being a common example.
Methodology
In order to train a custom face mask detector,
we need to break our project into two distinct phases,
each with its own respective sub- steps:
1. Training: Here we’ ll focus on loading our face
mask detection dataset from disk, training a
model (using Keras/TensorFlow) on this dataset,
and then serializing the face mask detector to
disk.
2. Deployment: Once the face mask detector is
trained, we can then move on to loading the mask
detector, performing face detection, and then
classifying each face as with_mask or
without_mask.
3. Alert Notification: If the system detect a
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particular person was not wearing a mask,
authorities will get an alert email in real-time where
the person’s photo will be attached.
Proposed WorkFlow
There should be three Python scripts in this Project






Plot: The path to your output training history plot,
which will be generated using matplotlib.
Model: The path to the resulting serialized face
mask classification model.
1. Training the
i.
Dataset

COVID-19 face

mask

train_mask_detector.py: Accepts our input
dataset and fine- tunes MobileNetV2 upon it
to create our mask_detector.model. A
training
history
plot.png
containing
accuracy/loss curves is also produced
detect_mask_image.py: Performs face mask
detection in static images
detect_mask_video.py: Using your webcam,
this script applies face mask detection to
every frame in the stream
alert.py: It will send an alert message to the
authorities if a person does not wear a mask.

Implementing our COVID-19 face mask
detector training script with Keras and
TensorFlow
Our set of tensorflow.keras imports allow for:
 Data augmentation
 Loading the MobilNetV2 classifier (we will
fine-tune this model with pre-trained
ImageNet weights)
 Building a new fully-connected (FC) head
 Pre-processing
 Loading image data

ii.

Two-phase
detector

COVID-19

face

mask

We’ll use scikit-learn (sklearn) for binarizing
class labels, segmenting our dataset, and printing a
classification
report.
My
imutils
paths
implementation will help us to find and list images in
our dataset. And we’ll use matplotlib to plot our
training curves.
Our command line arguments include:
Dataset: The path to the input dataset of faces
and and faces with masks.
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2. We are now ready to train our face mask
detector using Keras, TensorFlow, and Deep
Learning.




Frame: A frame from our stream
FaceNet: The model used to detect where in
the image faces are
 MaskNet: Our COVID-19 face mask
classifier model
Inside, we construct a blob, detect faces, and
initialize lists, two of which the function is set to
return. These lists include our faces (i.e., ROIs),
locs(the face locations), and preds(the list of mask/no
mask predictions).
Result
Model

Given these results, we are hopeful that our
model will generalize well to images outside our
training and testing set.
3. Implementing our COVID-19 face mask
detector for images with Open CV
Now that our face mask detector is trained, let’s
learn how we can:

Load an input image from disk

Detect faces in the image
4. Apply our face mask detector to
c l a s s i f y t h e faces either with mask or
without mask.

Baseline
COVID
Face Mask

Face
Precision
Recall
89.5%
85.2%
83.1%
95.8%

Mask
Precision
Recall
91.5%
88.8%
82.5%
89.3%

91.8%
96.4%

93.2%
94.8%

+Mobile
Net
COVID
Face
Mask
+Res
Net

5. Implementing our COVID-19 face mask
detector in real-time video streams with
OpenCV
6. If the system detect a particular person was
not wearing a mask, authorities will get an
alert email in real-time where the person’s
photo will be attached.
This function detects faces and then applies our
face mask classifier to each face ROI. Such a
function consolidates our code — it could even be
moved to a separate Python file if you so choose.
Our detect_and_predict_mask function accepts
three parameters:
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Conclusion

This Face Mask Detector can be used to analyze
whether people are wearing face masks or not
in a workplace as well as in a public area and
carry out necessary actions to better deal with
the pandemic. Automating the task will lead in
effective actions taken in short time hence
equipping us better to deal with the situation.

Due to COVID-19 pandemic we need these
types of resources to deal with the virus until a
vaccine is generated finally, this Face Mask
Detector Alert System will make sure that the
virus does not spread too much by taking
necessary measures like Face Masks.

Successfully identify the person on image/video
stream wearing face mask or not. If the person
doesn’t wear a mask, the notification will be
sent to the respected admin with the help of
Python and deep learning algorithm by using
the Convolutional Neural Network, Keras
Framework and OpenCV.


This system can therefore be used in real-time
applications which require face-mask detection
for safety purposes due to the outbreak of
Covid-19. This project can be integrated with
embedded systems for application in airports,
railway stations, offices, schools, and public
places to ensure that public safety guidelines are
followed.
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